The Soldier of Satan
Esselamu Aleykum ve Rahmetullah
Eûzübillâhimine’ş-şeytâni’r-racim, Bismillâhirrahmânirrahim.
Vesselatu Vesselamu ala Resulina Muhammedin Seyyidul evvelin vel ahirin.
Medet Ya Resulullah, Medet ya Sadat-ı Ashab-ı Resulullah, Medet ya Meşayihina,
Şeyh Abdullah Dağıstani, Şeyh Muhammed Nazım el Hakkani, destur.
Tarikatuna’s sohbe vel hayru fi’l cemiyya.
Janab Allah tells us to keep away from Satan. Satan is not alone, he has soldiers,
and there are those who are associated with him. There are a lot of people who obey their
desires, a lot of people on earth follow their ego desires. Satan deceived those people.
Allah Azra wa Jalla tells us “Be vigilant!”do not be deceived by the soldiers of Satan. They
would move you from a good place to bad. It is said “Dar’ul bewar” meaning it takes one
to the worst of places.
A man should be vigilant. He should check whether this thing is right or wrong.
Because, once they deceive you it does not matter to them. About Hell; the inhabitants of
Hell says: “show us those men so that we tread them under our feet, let’s crush them.”
They say; “What is it to us. You should have been vigilant. You fell for it, which suited
your needs, you obeyed your ego desires and follow them, now you are in this state.”
It needs proper care. Especially today’s people are not trustworthy. Being careful is
a must. They must not obey their ego desires but be with those who are on the path of
Allah. It is said to be vigilant at all times.
In the hadith of our Prophet (SAW) it says;

ُ ﻻَ ﯾ ُْﻠ َﺪ
غ ْاﻟ ُﻤ ْﺆ ِﻣ ُﻦ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺟُﺤْ ٍﺮ َﻣ ﱠﺮﺗَﯿ ِْﻦ
“La yuldegu'l - Mu'minu min juhrin marratayni”. A mu’min (believer) would not be
bitten twice from the same hole, hole meaning a snake. If he made a mistake once, the
second time he is more careful, he does not put himself in danger.
We wish vigilant from Allah, because these people without religion, faith, in ture
meaning without the truth think it is a gain to divert the people from their path.
They love it when each day they put people out of path. May Allah protect us. May
Allah make our end blessed. May we be amongst those who are blessed inshaAllah.
Wa Min Allahu Tawfik
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